Enhancing Lotus Domino® search
Best of breed support for Lotus Domino
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Enhanced Search for Lotus Domino
Efficiency and productivity - effective information location

Find it. Act on it. Finding the information you need rapidly and intuitively from across the Lotus and
Domino domain.
Maximise daily performance by reducing the time taken by each individual to locate and access the
information they require from the Lotus environment (and potentially across the enterprise).
Search for, navigate, access, analyse, understand, use and communicate information, quickly,
efficiently, securely and effectively.
Gain more pertinent results to your searches in Lotus and Domino.
Enable staff to compile all the pertinent information they need with one search

Best of breed support for advanced search with Lotus Domino environments. A cost-effective
foundation for federated enterprise search with powerful capability and excellent ease of use.

Enhanced search provides full text search on document contents on all (or selected) Domino
databases (including e-mail if required).
The set of documents to crawl can be specified using a Notes formula. This gives the Lotus
administrator fine grained control over which documents are searched.
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Getting started is easy with pre-built Lotus Domino crawlers:

Lotus Notes/Domino 5.x, 6.0.x, 6.5.x, 7.x, 8.x

Lotus Quickr for Domino 8.0*, QuickPlace 6.5.x, 7.x

Domino Document Manager 6.5.x, 7.x
(*) Lotus Quickr for Portal 8.0 is also supported

Additional features support ongoing ease of use and minimized maintenance:

Native document-level security

ACL indexing and real-time verification

Uses native Domino interfaces (NRPC or DIIOP)

Plug-in for Lotus Notes v8.x client

Support for Domino on Windows, Linux, and iSeries
Enhanced search honours the security model and access controls of the underlying repositories and
documents.
Using IBM OmniFind Enterprise Edition combined with installation and configuration services from
Diegesis the enhanced search capabilities are delivered within the user’s familiar Notes environment.
Once the Notes client extension is installed, OmniFind Search is made available as another option
within the standard Notes desktop search bar:

Search results are displayed within the Notes client using the OmniFind search portal:
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Clicking on a result to open the document (using the Client Viewer option) opens the document
directly in a new Notes client window:

Quick, easy and powerful the enhanced search capability supports users in finding the pertinent
information from across the Lotus Domino domain – enhancing daily productivity and user
satisfaction.
For more information on enhancing Lotus Domino search and to find out how quickly you can
enhance the productivity and user experience for your Lotus users give us a call on 0208 286 7587
and ask for either David or Nick.
If you are considering enterprise search across all your systems including databases, document
management systems, file servers and Notes/Domino then call us to discuss how the powerful search
capabilities noted above can be deployed across enterprise systems for a powerful, consolidated
search experience.

www diegesis.co.uk
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factors. Any consulting is always focused on
the end objective of delivering a practical
solution to a business issue.

About Diegesis
Diegesis provide consultancy, IT services,
systems-integration and software to deliver
‘business performance improvements’. Key
areas of expertise include: enterprise search &
knowledge discovery solutions, systems
integration, and business insight/intelligence
solutions.

For more information contact Nick or David at
sales@diegesis.co.uk
Tel: +44 (0) 208 286 7587

Diegesis can work with you on strategic
objectives such as the ‘Business Performance
Framework’ and ‘information architecture’
required to enable flexible and dynamic
business improvements today and for the
future, or provide you with niche solutions to
specific challenges.
The Diegesis team has significant experience
in ‘business technology’ and information
technology; from needs analysis to
cost/benefit analysis; from solution
framework architectures to solution design;
from software development to software
package implementation; from systems
integration to user training and support. We
have particular experience in information
management (including data and
document/content management), data &
document archiving, enterprise search &
knowledge management, portals, systems
integration, and risk management systems.
We prefer to deliver within an overall service
oriented architecture, however we can deliver
niche solutions if required.
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Diegesis takes a phased approach to
projects of significant customer value so that
you are able to assess performance and valuefor-money along the way. Diegesis focus on
the business objectives and balance this with
your Return on Investment (RoI), Cost/benefit
and Total Cost of Ownership (TCO)
requirements as well as your overall appetite
for risk.

Company, product, or service names may be trademarks
or service marks of others.
The IBM logo and the Business Partner emblem are
trademarks of International Business Machines
Corporation in the United States, other countries, or
both.
The information contained in this publication is provided
for informational purposes only. It is provided “as is”
without warranty of any kind, express or implied.
Diegesis Limited shall not be responsible for any
damages arising out of the use of, or otherwise related
to, this publication or any other materials.

We deliver solutions which have practical
applications to your business needs. We
provide up front consulting where appropriate
as a basis for ensuring everyone is clear of the
business objectives and critical success
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